YOUR BEST ITALIAN EXPERIENCE

Expertise

ABOUT US
MOVING PEOPLE ITALY is an Italian Destination
Management Company specialized in meetings,
incentive travel, special interest tours, exclusive
experiences tailor-made throughout Italy with special
focus on Milan & Lake Como.
A landmark for iconic landscapes and unforgettable
experience.
At MPI we leave nothing to chance: every single itinerary
andexperience is meticulously studied and crafted for
you from experts, people that are passionate about
travel and have travelled extensively, who knows what
it means to be clients and knows how it feels to be
spoilt and cuddled while far from home. Our knowledge
of Italian destinations, consolidated experience and
creativity in always crafting new itineraries makes us
the perfect choice for experiences memorabilia.

Passion

Creativity

Exclusiveness

Tailor-Made

ABOUT US

MOVING PEOPLE ITALY is a brand of ALISERVICE
GROUP
Aliservice Group has been operating in the field of
airport assistance for over 30 years,
offering highly reliable consultancy to businesses
and privates.

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Sed feugiat porttitor ipsum, ac bibendum diam eleifend id. Interdum et
malesuada fames ac ante ipsum primis in faucibus. Curabitur ut malesuada tortor. Aliquam ex libero, interdum non vulputate
sed, gravida ut sem. Phasellus molestie mauris vitae tortor egestas egestas. Donec mattis laoreet tempus. Maecenas faucibus
pulvinar volutpat. Ut varius ante quis ante convallis ornare. In finibus viverra turpis eu pellentesque.
Vivamus dapibus et sem in lacinia. Duis varius vitae massa nec facilisis. Sed tempor risus eros, quis malesuada ipsum
dapibus sed. Etiam aliquam at odio et placerat. Mauris venenatis sem non dictum auctor. Aliquam ullamcorper placerat lorem
eu sollicitudin. Fusce non purus dapibus, viverra nisi sit amet, varius mi. Maecenas accumsan dignissim convallis.

Our Collection of bespoke experiences, uniquely crafted for you

OurCollection: MILAN
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MILAN In A Nutshell
MILAN: A Triumph of Ancient & Modern Art
Da Vinci’s Legacy MILAN
For Music & Theatre Lovers
Milan Wine Walk
Milan Deluxe Wine Training Experience
Serravalle Outlet Exclusive
Shopping Experience

•
•
•
•
•
•

Milan Fashion Victim (exclusive shopping
experience with hair & make-up restyling)
Brera Shopping Tour + Typical Milanese
“Aperitivo”
The Sciura’s Experience – For Her
The Sciur’s Experience – For Him
5 Vie Tour
Private Museum – Alfa Romeo Shooting on Car

•
•
•
•

Design and Creation of Goldsmiths
For Lovers of Art and Art workshop,
a MUST not to be missed
A Milanese Delicacy - Food Tour & Winery
Food Buying Experience

Our Collection of bespoke experiences, uniquely crafted for you

O u r C o l l e c t i o n : C O M O L A K E & S U R R O U N D I N GS
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Once Upon A Time There Was Carlotta
Bellagio, Pearls Of The Lake
Treasures of Villa Balbianello
The Grandeur Of Como
Memory Of The Borromeos
The Abbey And The Castle

•
•
•
•
•
•

Pearls Of The Lake – North Lake Tour
007 – South Villas Tour
Lake Is In The Air
Heritage & Wine
Cheese In The Alps
The Wine & The Castle

•
•
•

Bernina Express - Kingdom In The Alps
Daydreaming Ride
200 Mph Ride – Formula 1 Experience

MILAN In A Nutshell
Indulge in a full-day in Milan with our partnered
Milanese connoisseur.
Our licensed tour guide will meet you and uncover
Milan’s finest architectural and artistic masterpieces.
Starting with the well- known “Duomo”, you will have
the opportunity to visit the inner of the dome and
admire Milan’s skyline from its terraces , at the very
top.
Then our guide will disclose the doors of one of
Milan’s most distinctive features, Sforza Castle.
The castle has been known for its famous entourage,
Leonardo Da Vinci and Michelangelo Buonarroti to
name some.
Visit Michelangelo’s latest masterpiece, “Pietà
Rondanini. End your day by visiting Leonardo Da
Vinci’s most famous and emblematic piece of art
“The Last Supper.

MILAN: A Triumph of
Ancient & Modern Art

Indulge in a half-day in Milan with our partnered Milanese connoisseur.
Our licensed tour guide will uncover Milan’s finest architectural and artistic
masterpieces.
You will visit Milan’s most famed museum “Pinacoteca di Brera”, located in the
fashionable Brera District.
The museum holds a collection of masterpieces by worldwide -renowned artists
such as Raffaello and Bramante.
After being marveled by such art collection, we will head to check out one of Milan’s
most modern architectural complex, “Gae Aulenti” Square, where it is possible to
see the famous skycrapers covered with 2000 species of plants, named “Vertical
Forest”.

Leonardo Da Vinci’s
Legacy MILAN

Indulge in a half-day in Milan with our favourite guide.

emblematic work of art.

Follow Leonardo Da Vinci’s footprints and visit

After this visit, we will be passing by Leonardo wine

the Maestro world-known masterpiece “The Last

yards, that were given to him as a token for working

Supper” jealously kept in the interior of Santa Maria

on the fresco of the “Last Supper”.

Delle Grazie Church.

After the visit, enjoy a typical “Italian Aperitivo” by the

Our local guide will disclose stories that have been

wine yards.

flowing for centuries in regard to Leonardo most

For Music & Theatre Lovers: La Scala Opera House Museum &
Archivio Ricord

If you are passionate about lyric, ballet and theatre
shows then this experience is a MUST DO!
Enjoy a half day tour with our favourite guide exploring
Milan’s most famous neoclassic theatre, La Scala.
Visit the museum and let yourself being carried away
by the stories about the early days of the theatre,

when aristocrats used to gather in occasion of the
shows as well as witnessing the original show
posters in front of you. If you think your marvel has
come to an end, you should probably check out
“Archivio Ricordi”, a unique collection of original
documents such as letters,scores and documents

related to major exponents of classic and lyric
music exclusively open for you.

Milan Wine Walk
The Milanese walking tour dedicated to wine: a private
tour with a professional sommelier that will talk you
through the wine culture while you are having a stroll
among charming streets in the very heart of Milan.
Later, the sommelier will unlock the door of a typical
wine house and will explain all about the techniques
of wine tasting applied to 4 different choices of Italian
wines that will be served with a board of cheese and
charcuterie, typical of the traditional Italian “Aperitivo“.

Milan Deluxe Wine
Training Experience
Indulge in full day tour dedicated to the discovery of
the particular features of the Italian wine through a
journey that will take you to wine heaven, for true wine
lovers!
A professional sommelier will take you to a very special
wine house in Milan and will lead you all the way
through this wine journey developing a step by step
tour covering three main subjects:an introduction to
wine- making tecniques, sensorial analysis applied to
the wine tasting with selection of wines chosen by the
sommelier for you, introduction to the most important
winehouses in Italy followed by a wine tasting with
exclusive Italian wine labels only.
In between the training experience, you will have a
light lunch at a restaurant of a famous Michelin Star
chef.

Serravalle Outlet Exclusive Shopping
Indulge in a full day experience at Serravalle, Europe’s largest Designer Outlet Village and shop designer essentials for up to 70% less all year round.
The Center offers a unique collection of luxury Italian and international brands, tempting restaurants and bespoke services including free Wi-Fi and Tax Refund office.
From Milan, enjoy a comfortable ride to Serravalle Outlet by private transfer.
Your shopping is just about to kick off: enjoy a day of hands -free shopping while you wander through mesmerizing avenues, lovely squares and trendy colonnades.
Shopping can be really tiring! Why not relaxing in our VIP Lounge in between your purchases? End your day sipping and eating on the typical Italian “Aperitivo“ formula.

Milan Fashion Victim (exclusive shopping
experience with hair & make-up restyling)

Indulge in a full day shopping tour with our
professional Fashion Stylist!
She will open the doors of the most exclusive
boutiques privè in Milan and will tell you all
about fashion trends. Before starting your
luxury shopping journey, there is no better way

than having a coffee to get to know each other.
Later, you will head to the most exclusive
shopping streets in Milan and kick your day off.
Our favourite stylist will assist you and advise
you on your personal image through a wardrobe
analysis and give you all the tips to turn your

closet and yourself into a new fashionable look.
End your day with a professional hair stylist and
make -up artist for a full restyling.

Brera Shopping Tour
+ Typical Milanese “
Aperitivo”
Starting from Brera, let’s have some good taste in a few
gourmet food shops and a visit to a historic handicraft
shoe shop, then we head to Corso Garibaldi, where all
the trendiest Milanese shops are.
We visit prime vintage shops of the area then go to a
historic Milanese wine shop for a short drink or to a
wonderful chocolate pastry shop. Then we go to a
crocodile leather processing workshop and showroom.
From there, we head to Corso Como and Via Maroncelli
to admire fashion shops and art galleries with a very
Milanese trendy taste.
Here we find a new architecture complex of the city:
“Unicredit skyscrapers” and “Gae Aulenti”square.
Take a look at the “Bosco verticale” that won
International rewards. After all of this shopping
and sightseeing, we head to sip a typical Milanese
“Aperitivo” to end our lovely afternoon.

The ‘’Sciura’’ Experience
For Her

Let yourself be carried away in a half day in Milan with Claudia or Patrizia, two
authentic Milanese ladies.
The term “Sciura”, derives from the Milanese dialet word that means “Lady”.They
will guide you through the laborious routine of being fabulous the “Italian way”.
You will sneak through hidden boutiques, savouring some little guilty pleasures in
some of Milan’s best kept «foodie» secrets.
You will be touring among bakeries and hatmakers, the best vintage jewelries and
unknown shoe masters that seem to carve dreams out of leather.
While enjoying a mouthwatering lunch you will take part in the city latest talks on
fashion and design.

The term “Sciur”, derives from the Milanese dialet word that means “Sir”.
For those who wanted to visit “Barbieria Colla”, with brushes, bristles and vintage
barber chairs. From here, the most distinguished names of the high Milanese
bourgeoisie have passed.
A pop by “Stivaleria Savoia” for tailored shoes and boots or a visit to other famous
shoe shops in the city.
A signed “Marinella” tie, a request for a custom made shirt or an elegant dress
tailor made by the historic Milan signature.
And what about the fragrance of “Acqua di Parma” and “Borsalino” or “Melegari”
hand-made hats?

The ‘’Sciur’’ Experience
For Him

5 Vie Tour

We will head to the famous “5 Vie” historic district,
wandering through charming narrow streets of Milan
old town.
Visiting a typical Milanese- style ceramic workshop
where you can buy wonderful art crafts and see
typical vintage atelier shops of this area.
We will also go to one of the most tasteful shops in

the area that deals with wonderful wallpapers and
fabrics as well as the mastery of decor and interior
decoration (see to believe).
A look at the most charming Milanese courtyards,
passing through art galleries and ﬁnally, a welldeserved break for a coﬀee in Milan’s oldest pastry
shop.

Let’s ﬁnish the tour with a glimpse of the ancient
Roman Imperial remains located within a completely
restored context, a contrast of styles particularly
fascinating of which the city is rich.

Private Museum – Alfa Romeo Shooting on CarsExperience
•

•
•
•

Departure from your hotel on a vintage car with personal driver to reach the museum. Private visit conducted by the owners. A shooting on the vintage cars This is the only existing museum allowing this opportunity.We may also arrange a typical Italian “Aperitivo” or “Oysters & Champagne”(time allowing). Back to
the hotel still by vintage car.
Departure from your hotel on a vintage car to Cernobbio (Como lake), driving through wonderful Italian villas and landscape.A romantic walk before heading to
the museum.
Departure from your hotel on a vintage car with personal driver to reach the museum - private visit conducted by the owners. If requested, a shooting on the 		
vintage cars
This is the only existing museum allowing this opportunity. After the visit, get ready for a romantic dinner by the lake shores.

“ Alfa Romeo is not just an automotive factory: its
cars are something more than vehicles built in the
conventional way.
It’s a kind of mania, a zeal for a means of transport.
It’s a lifestyle, a special way of conceiving a motor
vehicle.
Something that challenges deﬁnition.
Its elements are like the irrational traits of human
spirit that can’t be explained by logic.
They are sensations, passion, all things that have
more to do with the heart than with the brain.”

Design and Creation of Goldsmiths
Visit to the “PILGIO Goldsmith’s Workshop”, shop
of the highest creative expression goldsmith for the
original use of material.
You will be amazed to see precious stones embedded
in lava material.
From his lab shop we will head to the redeveloped
Isola district, to visit the show-room of a the famous

designer, daughter of the greatest exponent of Italian
design in the world.
Her creations are exhibited in major International Art
Galleries.Lunch at a delicious bistrot and a look at
the trendiest ﬂower shop in the city,a dip in the purest
ﬂoral imagination.

For Lovers of Art and Art
workshop, a MUST not to be
missedExperience
A visit to the “Prada Foundation” and to its Light Bar coffee shop, furnished in
Milan’s old style. A MUST that you can’t missed.
An ancient distillery transformed into a huge exhibition space that collects
incredible contemporary artwork.
From the Foundation, we will shortly arrive to the laboratory of a famous artisan
to see his work and also understand the techniques of metal processing and other
material he employs.
As you never get tired of expressive forms of art, we will head to the laboratory of
another famous designer where we will be able to admire the manufacturing of
other types of material such as wood.

A Milanese Delicacy - Food Tour + Winery
We meet in the heart of Brera District (the charming artistic quarter of the city). This area is full of very nice, typical Italian small “food boutiques”.
A glimpse at the windows of “Gastronomia” and of a famous bakery.
We visit a historicMilanese ice cream shop since 1954, with its unforgettable flavors of creams all made from fresh fruit, discovering how the true Italian ice cream is
made.
Then we go to a special superlative italian olive oil shop with a fabolous cosmetic corner.
Then we proceed towards the realm of ham, gnocco fritto (fries gnocco) and cheese to taste some delicious specialities and have a moment of relax.
Then we can walk towards an unmissable Sicilian cannoli shop, visit a prestigious pastry shop very “chocolateoriented” to taste some exquisite chocolate pastries
with a flowing chocolate fountain we could spread over our little pralines we choose from the tray....a small “chic” pastry shop where you feel as you were entering the
famous “sweet” movie “Chocolat”.
We are now ready to have a tasty sip in a historic, typical Italian winery, a MUST- DO in our city!

Food Buying Experience ( cooking and eating together in a Milanese private home)
We meet the guests in front of an elegant historic cafè to drink a Cappuccino, then we move to a local food market to buy ingredients for our meal.
While we head to the market, we take a short glimpse to “City Life”, the new great urban area worth to be seen.
After our food shopping, we go to a private home and start preparation with our guests.
While working on our menu ( typical Milanese yellow risotto, cotolets and a cake) while sipping some good wine and eating in a nice atmosphere.
After savouring a tasty lunch, we prepare a little present for our guests consisting of home-made biscuits with its secret recipe rolled up in a paper.

Once Upon A Time
There Was Carlotta
Enjoy a glamorous ride by water taxi limo and allow
our local expert to open the doors of one of the most
beautiful villas of Lake Como, Villa Carlotta.
The beautiful villa was built at the end of XVII century
by the Milanese marquis Giorgio Clerici in a natural
basin between lake and mountains, facing the alps
and the peninsula of Bellagio.
The villa became a temple of XIX century art with works
of Canova, Thorvaldsen and Hayez: Palamedes, Eros
and Psyche, Terpsychore, The last kiss of Romeo and
Juliet is only one of the masterpieces that enriches
the extraordinary collection.
If you think you have seen enough of beauty, you clearly
have not taken a stroll around the villa’s gardens.
Extensively surrounding the villa, these gardens are
a blissful botanical serenity made of lovely pathways
and floral lanes.

Bellagio,
Pearl Of The Lake
Savor a mesmerizing half day experience on a venetian
style water limousine with our favourite guide, that
will uncover the pearl of lake Como, Bellagio.
You will wonder among the tiny alleys of one of
Italy finest villages, featuring a multitude of brilliant
craftsmanship ateliers where every corner becomes
poetry.
After wandering around the colorfulness and
panoramic staircases of Bellagio uptown, we end the
tour strolling around the beautiful gardens of Bellagio
historic villa, Villa Melzi.

The Grandeur
Of Como
Enjoy a half day tour discovering Italy’s silk capital,
Como.
Our favourite guide will disclose the history of the
landmarks of the main town of the lake, where major
silk producers built their factories and famous inventor
Alessandro Volta was born.
After strolling through the historic centre among
ancient buildings and local workshops, we will head
to Brunate where we will take the funicular and enjoy
breathtaking views over lakes and mountains below.

Treasures Of
Villa Balbianello
Savor a mesmerizing half day experience on a
venetian style water limousine with our local expert,
that will disclose the wonders of one of Lake Como
most cherished treasures, Villa Balbianello.
You will wander among the heavenly villa and its
gardens made of fine avenues, blossoms, statues and
panoramic terraces with breathtaking views over
the lake.
The breathtaking beauty of the villa has inspired many
Hollywood directors that chose it as filming location
for saga as 007 and StarWars.

Memories
Of The Borromeos
Savor a mesmerizing half day experience on a venetian
style water limousine with our favourite guide, that
will uncover the pearl of lake Como, Bellagio.
You will wonder among the tiny alleys of one of
Italy finest villages, featuring a multitude of brilliant
craftsmanship ateliers where every corner becomes
poetry.
After wandering around the colorfulness and
panoramic staircases of Bellagio uptown, we end the
tour strolling around the beautiful gardens of Bellagio
historic villa, Villa Melzi.

The Abbey And
The Castle
Venture on a half day tour with our water taxi to the
eastern end of the lake, and discover the ancient town
of Varenna.
There you will experience an ancestral world, made
of abbeys and castles.
Plunge yourself in the rich heritage of Villa Monastero,
and climb all the way to the top above the lake shore
to an ancient castle where you will be amazed by the
stunning view and the surroundings.

Pearls Of Lake Como
North Lake Tour
Savor a mesmerizing half-day experience on a
venetian style water limousine with our captain,
touching some of the highlights of Lake Como such
as the beautiful town of Bellagio, Tremezzo, Varenna,
Comacina Island as well as the famous Villa Carlotta
and Villa Balbianello, popular Holywood movies
locations.
Enjoy a stop in either Como or Cernobbio, to have a
walk around and feel the real taste of Como Lake, stop
by a top restaurant to have an evocative
lunch by the lake shores.

007 - South Villas Tour
You will witness heavenly villas and gardens, step in
front of breathtaking views, indulging on a romantic
lunch on the lake shores and a theatrical sunset return
water ride.
Enjoy a half day lake tour on one of our partnered
Riva supplier , and speed through the reflection of our
glittering lake admiring the most beautiful villas of Lake
Como such as Villa Erba, Villa D’Este, former fashion

designer Gianni Versace villa ( Villa Fontanelle), Villa
Oleandra ( George Clooney’s
Villa) and finally Villa Balbianello, which was purposely
chosen as location for Hollywood movies including
Casino Royal and Star Wars.
Enjoy a guided tour of Villa Balbianello with our local
expert.purposely chosen as location for Hollywood
movies including Casino Royal and Star Wars.

Lake Is In The Air
Fly over one of the most beautiful northern Italy
regions, famous for its lakes and its amazing gardens.
Enjoy fascinating sceneries of Maggiore and Orta
lakes, an artistic heritage territory, known by the
aristocracy as Europe’s Garden, while flying over
stunning Borromee Islands.
Ending on a high note with an ”Aperitivo” at the top
of Mottarone, while enjoying 1500 meter high 360°
breath- taking views from the Maritime Alps to the
Mount Rose, passing through Po Valley and all
six lakes.
An unforgettable experience made of breathtaking
views over lakes and mountains, that will leave you
speechless!

Heritage & Wine

Enjoy a short ride to Bregaglia Valley, a natural triumph
of astonishing alpine landscapes and streams, close
to the Swiss borders.
Our favourite guide will disclose the doors of an
ancient private estate,located in the typical mountain
village of Piuro.

The palace is entirely off the beaten path, and
exclusively unlocked for our guests.
After being mesmerized by the 16th century frescos
and opulent drawing rooms you’ll enjoy a nice stroll
to the centre of Chiavenna.
Along the way, you will be able to check on the

surroundings made of sparkling waterfalls and
gracious meadows.
A private wine tasting will follow in a local
typical restaurant.

A Cheese In The Alps
Savor a mesmerizing half day experience on a venetian style water limousine with our favourite guide, that will uncover the pearl of lake Como, Bellagio.
You will wonder among the tiny alleys of one of Italy finest villages, featuring a multitude of brilliant craftsmanship ateliers where every corner becomes poetry.
After wandering around the colorfulness and panoramic staircases of Bellagio uptown, we end the tour strolling around the beautiful gardens of Bellagio historic villa,
Villa Melzi.

The Wine & The Castle

Discover the world-renowned wine of Valtellina with
one of the most authentic producers. Our favourite
guide will introduce you to the company that
managed to transform its passion into high quality
red wines production since 1897.In the morning you
will have the opportunity to visit and be enchanted
by the ancient fifteenth-century castle, headquarter

of the company. Our guide will talk you through the
history of the castle and after a show around of the
wine cellar and a thorough explanation, a delicious
wine tasting will follow.

Bernina Express
Kingdom In The Alps

Enjoy a full day exploring the alps on board of a very special train! From Tirano, you
will catch the world most famous red train “Bernina Express”.
The 2 hours ride will be leave you without words, among heavenly mountains
views, woods, lakes and panoramic bridges.
You will get off in the famous Swiss location of St.Moritz, where you will be able
to have a stroll around high end boutiques and charming mountain cafes, or you if
you are more up to naturalistic activites you can have a lovely walk around St.Moritz
lake. Ride back to Tirano in the late afternoon.

Daydreaming Ride
Ride the car of your dream for one day ….. or more!
You can choose among a wide range of luxury cars
(Lamborghini, Ferrari, Mercedes) and rent it to make
your experience in Italy unforgettable.
Ride along the picturesque frame of the glittering
Como Lake, among the exciting vibe of the city of Milan
or up to the Alps and witness breathtaking sceneries.

200 Mph Ride
Formula 1 Driving
Experience

What if you could be a Formula 1 pilot for one day?
Enjoy a memorable experience driving your favourite Formula 1 car, Ferrari or
Lamborghini in the world-known Monza Circuit!
Speed up on the 5.800 meters long circuit with three main straights and breathtaking corners.
This one of a kind experience will leave a mark in your mind that you will never
forget!

Each and every experience can be adapted and customized to the clients need.
Our aim is to create exclusive experiences tailor-made and make our clients live unforgettable moments.
For information and queries please contact:
E-mail: sales@aliservicegroup.com
Mobile: +39 392 9126552
MOVINGPEOPLEITALY
Via Luigi Settembrini 29 – 20124 Milano

